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Today/ in m c s v sh inboard Combat Information Centers^
true motion plots cf own ship's motion ana or
surface/ suo surf ace contacts are o r o v i d e n with the aid of
electromechanical devices like the dead-reckoning tracer
("DRT") or the NC-2 plotter. These devices suffer a variety
of drawbacks/ such as inflexibility ana the need to "track"
the liaht-soots manually. This thesis has develooed a
f 1 ex i til e< labor-savinc/ true-motion plotter usino
contemporary microcomputer and plasma display technolooies.
An automatic display of contact data/ anal o nous to the
plexiqlass "surface status board" is also provided. Contact
course/ soeeo ana CPA information are computed automatically
and/ unlike the ORT or the NC-2 plotter/ both the geographic
and tabular displays can be easily duolicated on the bridge
and elsewhere.
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A r a d i d 1 y cleve) ooing and e * n a n d i n a area of coTuf er
technoloov and application is that of microprocessors,"
parallel inq the advances in microprocessor technology/ the
manufacturers of graphic displays are m a k i n a steady orogress
in exDandino their local capability* while at the sa^e time
reducing their cost.
Because a sioni f icant portion of the cost of building or
maintaining a warship is the electronics in its sensor and
weaoons systems/ and because a areat amount of time ana
personnel power is emoloyed in performing simple but
important tasks/ microcomputers of f er the q o * e n t i a 1 to: C 1
)
reouce the cost of digital systems* (2) perform some complex
functions at remote stations/ relieving the conaestion at
larger central computina facilities/ and (3) perform
functions currently Handled by wa^ch personnel/ thus
reducing the manning reauirements of watch sections. An
example of this is the problem of manual tracking of radar
contacts and the solution of Maneuvering Boaro problems.
It is the purpose of this thesis to demonstrate that ar>
alternate approach to the solution of the oroolems mentioned
above can be developec and implemented by using a
microcomputer plasma graphics system, while at the same time
maintaininq a human enaineered user interface.
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II. INTRODUCTION TO THE PROBLEM
On b o a r p nav^l sHios not eouiooed with Navel Tactical
Data Systems ( N T D S ) / coerar ions oerfcrmed by the Corrbat
Information Center (CIC) during a normal peacetime watch
include manual tracking of radar contacts and solution of
maneuvering board problems.
A. USUAL COMBAT INFORMATION CENTER OPERATIONS
During normal oeacetime steaminq, the CIC watch team may
consist of from two to ten or even more personnel* depending
on the size of the ship as well as on the complexity of the
eauicment being used.
Amcno t^e oronlems that are normally solver; by CIC
personnel/ special mention needs to be made of those of
plotting contacts and the determination of parameters such
as course* soeed and closest point of aoproach (CPA) of
those contacts. This is a tedious and error-prone task; it
often requires most of the time and effort of the CIC team/
and it is vitally important to the safety of the ship. This
has lead to the installation of equipment to reduce the
amount of workload in the CIC while at the same time
improvinq the reliability of the constant information
provided to the bridge? this equioment includes dead-
reckoninq devices and the N C 2 olotter.
B. MANEUVERING BOARD PLOTTING SHEETS
The primarv responsibility of CIC is to' provide
12

information and recommencations on the rac t ical situation.
Accordingly, CIC must s u o p 1 y i nfor^at i on on all surface
contacts within range. Contact- course, soeed and CPA
information, is usual 1 v found usinq the ""^aneuvennq Board"
clotting sheets.
The Maneuvering Boaro clotting sheet ( H . G . 2665-10) n a s
been brepared in order to facilitate the solution of a
shio's relative movement problem.
Although the use of the Maneuvering Board becomes after
some practice? straightforward, it will normally require the
complete attention of one oerson during CIC operations.
C. DEAD-RECKONING EQUIPMENT
Dead-reckoning eauioment is an imoorrant device in CIC.
It can maintain a continuous, up-to-the-minute* geographic
plot of own shio's motion.
The dead-reckoning system consists of the following
basic components: (1) dead- rec kon i ng analyzer (DRA), {?)
dead-reckoning indicator (DRI), and (3) dead-reckoning trace
(DRT), which are shown in Fiaure No. 1 . Course and speed
inputs from the own ship are fed into the DRA from the
gyrocompass and pitometer loo» and then to the DRT, where
thev cause a movable source of 1 iqht to trace the- shio's
track continuosly.
The chief value of the DPT is its use in analyzing shin
movements and in olannina and carrying out maneuvers. As a
geographic plotting device, the DRT di sol ays true courses

















































Marking oosi t ions of the bug indicates true positions of own
s n i d ; connect inq these plotted positions yields the ship's
track. Plotting ranaes and bearings of contacts* using own
s h io's positions as r eferenc°s* °stabiishes their true
positions. An experienced DRT ooerator can maintain
simultaneous plots of as many as half a dozen contacts*
meanwhile supplying essential data (as required) on contacts
that are being plotted.
A problem that is present, ^soecially in Ant i Submarine
Warfare (AS/;), is that of plotting fast moving ships* and
t i oh t - t u rn i ng submarines* which normally results in confused
and inaccurate DRT plots. In order to helo solve these
problems* as well as to reduce inconvenient delays in
plottina contacts because of information relayed throuah
phone talkers* the USN M k N
C
2. clotting system (Canadian D^T)
was developed. The NC2 plotter consists of three major
units: (1) the plotting table* (2) the de ad- rec '< on i ng
indicator* and (3) data converter.
The main difference between the NC2 plotting system and
the DRT is that the N C 2 plotting system is capable of
receiving contact bearing and range information directly
from four sources (usually 3 radar repeaters and the sonar).
This information is then translated* and presented as
colored ooints of light in the plotting r a b 1 » . A functional
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:III. RECENT MICROPROCESSOR TECHNOLOGY ADVANCES
Recent advances in the field of larae-scale integration
LSI) semiconductor process technolooy have m a o e possible
jubstantial reductions in the cost and size of digital logic
ireuits. In the last decade/ co^Duter system building
:> 1 o c k s have progressed from discrete components to complex
integrated circuits. Microprocessors represent a very
remarkaole achievement of engineerina inoenuity ana
industrial know-how at their best.
Composed of miniaturised software-encoded chips and
minimal hardware circuitry, the microcomputer, a digital
computer usinq microprocessor logic, is ideally adaotea to
specialized tasks ana applications.
Since 1R73, the year in which INTEL Corporation shipped
the first 8080 8-bit N-channel microprocessor, a number of
manufacturers have developed similar products ana because of
this competition prices have been drastically lowered. With
hardware and software system development costs as they are*
much micro work is done on a custom basis. The areatest
advantage of microcomputer based systems is the ability to
have specialized and oedicated equipment solving specific
prob 1 ems
.
At the same time peripheral eauip^ent has also
experienced major changes, oerhaos most dramatically in
graphic displays. The cathode ray tube (CRT) is the most




A relatively new graphic device is the Plasma Display. A
plasma panel is two etched alass plates separated by a
neon-bas^d oas which alcws when excite a by an electric
oulse. The disnlay consists of a series of briqht dots that
can be formatted into alphanumeric and graphic symbols.
Plasma panels do not require refresh procedures and once a
particular ooint on the cisolay is "turned on", it continues
to glow until "turned off".
The simplicity of construction of the plasma nanel
suggests that it can potentially replace the CRT for many
computer graohic apolications. In its current state of
development* it presents the following advantaaes: (1) it
presents a sharper image that does not deteriorate with time
(does not need to be refreshed), (2) it has a reliable
selective erasure mechanism, (I) its cower requirements are
comparatively lo«> (4) it has a lonqer expected life time,
and (5) it occupies less space. Some disadvantages are: (1)
lower resolution, (2) relatively slow write and erase rates,
and (3) no "real" arav scale [Ref 11],
As 0. Babin and P. Seaman have shown l P e f . 1 J * it is
possible to combine the advantages and convenience of low-
cost microcomputer systems, with the powerful technology of
plasma displays, thus having a complete microcomputer
develooment system with graphics capability.
The purpose of this thesis was to demonstrate the
applicability of a simple and inexpensive microcomputer
18

plasma graphics system to Navy functions and problems*
specifically as an alternate aooroach to the solution of
CIC's most common problems/ and to show that it is possible




NHcroorocessor technology can be used to solve
Maneuvering Board orohlems and to present a qeograohical
plot of own ship and contact positions.
In order for such a system to be competitive with
existing equipments the following requirements should be
ful f i 1 led:
1. Relatively inexpensive acquisition and
maintenance costs.
2 . Reliable and widely available components.
3. Soeed and accuracy in oerforminq necessary
calculations.
4. Human engineered user interface.
5. Flexibility in its use.
6. Capacity of displaying a qeoqraohic plot of the
own ship and contacts* while maintain inq at the same time/ a
constant update of the own ship's position.
7. Capacity to solve Maneuverinq board problems
such as the determination of CPA information/ and
calculation of course ana soeed values for the contacts.
8. Operation of the proposed system should not
require more people than the current methods.
It was with these objectives in mind that the
m i c roc omou t e r system described below was desiqned.
20

A. HARDWARE DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
The equipment selected to implement the system described
in this thesis was chosen because it was available at the
Naval Postgraduate School/ ana was representative of
commercially available microcomputers and plasma display
technologies. The selection of the INTEL Microcomputer
Develeooment System (ViQS) computer as the prototype for this
project was made because of its immediate availability at
the Naval Postgraduate School and because 0. Babin and P.
Seaman [Ref 11 had alreaoy interfaced the MD S with a plasma
display (the AN/UYO-10 Plasma Display Set* manufactured by
SCIENCE APPLICATIONS INC CSAD).
Two features of the M D S system that were especially
useful were: (I) the H - 1 e v e 1 / nested interrupt priority
resolution network, and ( 2 ) the real-time clock loaic/ used
to maintain a real time clock value Oy means of generatina
an interrupt at 0.7 7 millisecond intervals.,-
A DATAMEDIA Elite 2500 Video Terminal was chosen to
present alohanumeric information/ because its features
included: (1) editing anc roll operation modes/ (2) 50 to
9600 baud proarammab 1 e speed transmission/ (3) protected
fields/ (4) computer derived or hiqh liqht field (blink)/
(5) addressable cursor/ and (6) provision to drive up to lb
external mon i tors.
Because of the volume of floating point calculations
required/ an SBC 310 Hiqh Speed Mathematics Unit/ developed
by Intel Corporation/ was incorporated.. In performing high-
21

SDeed mathematical functions, the Math Unit acts as an
intelligent processor, performing a repertoire of up to 1
4
arithmetic functions at least an order of magnitude faster
than comparable software routines.
Figure Mo. 5 shows the final confiau ration of the
eauip^ent used in developing this thesis.
B. SOFTWARE DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
1. Language Selection
Because of the hardware conf iourat ion selected ana
its immediate availability, P L / M 80 was chosen as the
programming language to be used. PL/M 80 is a language
developed by Intel Corporation and desiqned especially for
system and applications proaramminq for the Fntel 8080
microprocessor. The ISIS-II oisk operating system, also
developed by Intel Corporation for the Intel lee M Q s system,
has a resident P L / M 80 compiler, which was very useful
durinq the implementation, debugginq anri testinq phases.
2. Floatinq Point Arithmetic
Floatinq ooint arithmetic was reaui red because the
range of numbers to he represented was larqe and sometimes
unpredictable. The format used to represent floating point
numbers was as required by the SBC 310 High Speed
Mathematics Unit. Appendix D shows how this unit was
actually implemented and the required software procedures









NOTE.- denotes connection used only for
i mo 1 erren t a t i on ourposes.
FIGURE NO. 3 EQUIPMENT CONFIGURATION
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imolementeo and the execution times are listed in Table I.
3. Transcendental Functions
Three transcendental functions were also
implemented/ namely: (1) cosine of a given anqie in radians*
(2) sine of a oiven angle in radians* and ( 3 ) arc tanaent of
the ratio of two inout oarameters. These functions were
implemented based on the procedures in Reference U * using
floating point proceaures. A d n e n d i x A describes the
alaorithms used.
4. Design Philosophy
The system was designed with the following three
specific objectives in mind:
a. Human engineered user interface.
b. Capability to disolav a aeograohic plot of the
own ship and contact positions.
c. Caoability of solving Maneuvering Board
problems* sDecifically the determination of C P A information*
course and soeed values of all contacts.
In order to achieve these objectives* a bottom-up
implementation philosophy was chosen. Because of the modular
design encouraged by P L / M 80 and ISIS-II* it was also
possible to mao. the different levels of design -into
corresoonding modules of software. The basic idea was to
encomoass all functions corresoonding to a level of design
into one software module caoanle of oerforming all the
necessary functions.
In doing so* the following modules were develooed:-
2U

! TYPICAL M A X I M I u M !
J OPERATION ! OPERATION EXECUTION EXECUTION !





u IS 20 :
! Fixed Point
! Di v i de '(Dl V ) 1 26 3 !
! Ext ended Fixed
! Point DivfEDlV) E 8a 100 !
! Float. Point
! MultiDly (F^UL) 2 8 a 100 !
! Float. Point
! Di v ide (FDI V
)
3 92 110 !
! Float. Point
! Add (FADD) a 33 75 :
! Float. Point
! Subtract (FSUB) 5 33 7B !
1 Float. Point
! Sauare (FSQR) b 8a 100 !
! Float. Point
! Sar Root(FSQRT) 7 178 205 !
!
F i xed-t o-F 1 oat
! Cnvrsi on (FLTDS) 8 72 1 00 !
! Float-to-Fixed
! Cnvrsion (F IXSD) 9 a2 85 :
! Float. Point
! Compare (FCMRR) A 7 7 :
! Float. Point
! Test (FZTST). B 7 7 , !
! Exchange (EXCH) F a a !
I
_ _ _ _ ______ _________________ _ _ _ _ - - _ ______ - - _ — - _ — _
_ _ — _
•
Note: all time values are specified in microseconds.
Listed times do not incluae time to oass arguments to
the M a t h Unit and to read results uoon completion: this
is typically 90 microseconds.
TABLE I. MATH UNIT FUNCTIONS AND EXECUTION TIMES
25

a. BASICS: a mocule used to interface the system
with the CRT /keyboa rd
.
b. PLASMASPRIMITIVES: a module used to interface
the system with the D l ^s^a (N) i s o 1 ^ y unit.
c. T I M E : a module used to oerform a i] functions
dealinq with time/ anc also to k e e o a real time clock for
the system.
d. FLOATING-POINT: a module used to oerform all the
necessary floatinq ooint operations* and to calculate the
transcendental functions already described.
e. FLTASCI'I: a module used to make the necessary
conversions from a String of ASCII characters into floatinq
point format/ and vice versa,
f. CRT: a module used to disolay all the necessary
and requested values in the CRT.
q. PLASMA$MODULE : a module used to disolay all the
necessary oraohic information in the Plasma Display unit.
h. COMMANDS: a module used to interface with the
user to get requested input values.
i. DISPLAY$CMDS : a module used to display
information requested by the user/ in the CRT.
j. CPASMODULE: a module used to calculate and solve
all CPA values and problems.
k. EXECUT IVESCMOS : a module containing all the
necessary procedures to link all the other modules' actions.
1. MAIN: a module used to serve as executive module
of the system by combininq all the different functions of
2b

t ' e already described m o c u 1 e s .
Appendix B describes all these modules in more detail/
v.'ile ^ooennix E lists all the Droqracs that compose the
^ 5 1 em J Appendix A descrioes all the main alqoritnms usee in
tie system/ and A p p e n c i x C contains an Operator's Manual
ci v i n g instructions on how to use the system.
5. User Interface
This is the aspect in which most svstems fail/
tecause of the complexity of the problem of trying to define
oat an "average user" is in any system , and in trying to
ncompass all the oossible ways in which a user could react.
t is therefore necessary to define boundaries in how the
^Stem is expected to interact with the user, while at the
:3me time providing an acceotable ranoe of variations.
One of the features that becomes indispensable when
"»teracting with a human operator, is error detection and
otification as soon as possible, and the capability of
Mowing the user to correct his own mistakes either when so
old by the system, or when he discovers the mistake by
imself. Soecial care was taken in this aspect, as is
xp 1 a i ned below.
One decision that was taken durina system design was to
educe to a minimum the number of keys that the operator
ould have to oress when entering data. This imolied that no
Decial character, such as carriaqe return, would be
ecessary to mark the enc of an inout, but this also meant
t the same time that the input would have to be done in a
21

pre- f o rma t t ed manner. The desion choice of aoinq ell inputs
in a ore-formatted way/ was reinforced by the fact that
personnel in a CIC team are used to communicate with each
other usinq a pre-defineo terminology. That is> if the value
of the course of a contact is 030 degrees/ then when
communicating this value/ the word "thirty" is not used Cut
instead the message "zero"/ "three"/ "zero" is oiven.
6. Levels of Correctness
As was established before/ it is very important for
a system that deoends almost comoletelv on the correctness
of the inout values that it receives/ to ensure that all the
input values received fall into an acceptable ranqe of
variation/ and within logical and olausible limits?
furthermore/ the capability of error correction should also
be embedded in the system.
To achieve all of this* the system was designed to have
up to six levels of error detection and correction:
a. The first level is established by checkinq for
invalid requests from the user/ such as asking for
information about a contact when no contacts are in the
system; if this error occurs/ a warninq messaqe is issued.
b. The second level of error detection is done by
checkinq each character received from the keyboard/ to
determine if it has some meanino to the system. An example
of this would be when trvinq to input an alphabetic
character in a numeric defined field; if an error of this
type is detected/ then the CRT's alarm will sound and the
28

a acter will not be echoed at the display.
c. The third level is established by checking a
ractically correct mout aaainst established boundaries
i the tyoe of mout oeina exoected. A^ °y^nle of this
> 1 1 d be when a value of 7 Q is received when request i nq an
J R S value; since 79 lies outside the boundaries
sablished for HOURS (0 <= HOURS < 24) then an error has
curred; thus» a warninc messaae will be issued* the CRT's
lrm will sound* the value will not be accepted nor
ncessed by the svstem, and the cursor will be placed at
n ; beqinnina of the incorrec 1, value* the warninq messaae
1 regain on the screen until the mistake is corrected.
d. The fourth level occurs after all i nout has been
reived from the ^evboard* by oivina the user the chance to
meet any value just input.
e. The fifth level is obtained bv making the system
all the necessary prompting in a o re-oe t e rm i nea format.
is eliminated the problems that occur when more or less
»ta than necessary is provided to the system.
f. The sixth level is carried out by allowing the
Jer to change any current own shin or contact value at any
i me .
All these levels of correctness are ensured any time an
iput operation takes olace. It is important to note that ^o
"ovision for values that are syntactically correct and
'thin established boundaries* but incompatible with
'evious data and logically incorrect with the present
29

situation, could be provided because of the many oarameters,
variables and soecial situations that could be involved at
any aiven time.
c v i o u s 1 y , the use of so many checking nrocedures a n a e
d
a considerable amount of overhead to the system, as far as
amount of code is concerned? however, sufficient core was





The description o f the s v s t e m is d i video into three
major areas: hardware dependencies/ svstem characteristics/
and data structures. •
A. HARDWARE DEPENDENCIES
Because of the hardware enuipment that was selected the
following hardware deoendencies exist in the current
implementation of the system:
1. The system utilizes the real time clock: logic as
provided by the ^ Q S system; this c 1 o c * is capable of
oenerat inq an interrupt of level 1/ when enabled/ at fixed
intervals of 0.77 billiseconds. In order to be able to use
this feature/ a procedure named CLOCK was implemented and
defined to be of type INTERRUPT 7; this allowed the PL/M 80
compiler to create the necessary code for the interrupt
vector ano for the routine CLOCK. A software problem needs
to be explained at this point; since the development of this
system was done under ISIS — II*. the CLOCK procedure had to be
defined as if occurinq at a level other than 0, 1 or 2 (in
this case 7)#. because ISIS-II would not allow any user
gene r a t ed
-
c ode to be located below memory location 3000H,
exceot for code to be used in interrupts 3 through 7, or
locations 2 1 to 63; since the clock interrupts are of level
1 (locations 8 through 15)/ then ir oroer to override this
I S I S — 1 I inconvenience/ the interrupt vector generated for
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CLOCK, as starting in location 56 (level 7), had to be moved
to location 8 (level 1), after locatinq the system cooe in
memory/ ana before attempting to use the real time clock?
References b , 7 ana 9 , describe this nrobiem in more detail.
2
.
The system occupies aooroximately 4 K bytes of
physical memory for code/ and aporoximatel y 12k bytes to be
used for variable data? therefore a configuration of at
least 5 2 K bytes of RAM is necessary to execute the system.
3. The system utilizes an SBC 310 High Speed
Mathematics Unit to perform floating point arithmetic.
Althouqh the oresence of this Math Unit could be avoided by
reolacing its functions with appropriate software routines
performinq the same ooerations usinq the same formats/ this
is not recommended because of the excessive overhead that
would result/ esDecially with renaro to execution time.
ApDendix D explains how the M ath Unit was actually
i mo 1 emen t ed
.
4. The system deoenos in three ways on the type of
terminal used: the handshaking procedure necessary to
communicate between the CPU and the terminal/ the code
needed to control the CRT's functions/ and the general
features of the DA.TAMEOIA Elite 2500 Video Terminal
notably the orogrammable roll mode/ the setting of
privileged fields/ the caoability of having an addressable
cursor, and the possibility of makinq disolaveo messages
b 1 ink.
5. Finally/ the system has a hardware dependency with
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resoect to the Plasma Display Unit selected* in three
respects: the handshaking procedure necessary to send
characters to the Plasma Display Unit; the code used to
control the Plasma ^ i s o 1 a v Unit functions; and the
capability of the Plasma Display Unit of working either in
alphanumeric or in vector mode. The SAI Plasma Display Unit
has a built-in capacity to draw solid or dashed vectors by
SPecifyina the two end points defininq the vector.
B. SYSTEM CHARACTEPISTICS
As was established before* the system was designed to
perform basically the same functions as Dead-reckoning
equipment* while addinq the capability of simultaneously
solving maneuvering board problems. The system, as
imDlemented in this thesis, is capable of performing the
following tasks;
1. Maintain as many as 30 positions of the own ship;
maintain as many as 15 positions for each contact,
for as many as 15 different contacts.
2 . Maintain and present a oeooraohic plot of own
ship and contacts.
3. Maintain and display a Surface Status Board.
4. Solve the following Maneuvering Board problems; (a)
CPA information, and (b) course and soeed of
contacts.
5. At user's request » prompt for necessary inputs and
uPCate the displays, if applicable.
6. At user's reauest; display all the information that
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exists in the system* in a d re-es t ab 1 i shed format.
7. Update automatically the position of the own shio;
by using its course and soeeci values with a
freouency s n e o i f i e n by f hp user.
8. Maintain a Peal lime Clock.
All the above tasks are oerformed by the system/ either
automatically or at user's reauest. Some parameters need to
be defined durina svstem initialization," these parameters
are :
1. Time zone number.
2. Local time at which the system is started.
3. Latitude and longitude values defining a selected
geograDhical ooint to be used as center c *" a
Coordinated Grid svstem used mainly for p 1 o t t i n a
ourposes and as a reference to determine positions
of the own ship and contacts.
4
.
Latitude and longitude values defining the start inq
position of the cwn ship.
5. Initial course value of the own shin.
b. Initial speed value of the own ship.
7. Initial scale value for the Plasma Display Unit.
The system also has two parameters with initial default
values: (1) the Safe CP* Ranqe set at 50 yards, and (2) the
interval of time between updates of the own ship's positions
is set at 180 seconds. Any parameter in the system can be
chanaed at any time* with the exception of those parameters




1. Maximum range: 100.0 miles.
2 . Maximum s o e e d : 9 9.9 knots.
3. Number of letters used to desionare a contact: ? .
4. Minimum scale value: 0.25 miles/inch.
5. Maximum scale value: 25.00 miles/ inch.
6. Zero defined for the system:
- 0.0000009 <= "zero" <= +0.0000009 (For floating
ooint numbers only.)
7. Minimum Safe CPA P a n a e value: 50 yards.
8. Maximum Safe CPA Range value: 1000 yards.
Table II describes the formats used for input* internal/




i on of the values with which the
system operates/ as well as *"he units used; Table III gives
the conversion factors used in the system.
1. System Disolays
As was stated oreviouslv/ the system maintains two
different displays: a Video Terminal presents a Surface
Status Board and interactions with the user/ and a Plasma
Display oresents a geograohic plot of the positions of own
sh i o and contacts.
a. Video Terminal Display
Fiaure No. 4 presents a picture of how the Video
Terminal Display is arranged. The screen is divided in two
areas? the upper portion of the screen consists of a fixed
format presentation of information about the own shio and






t I/O ! INTERNAL ! I/O ' INTERNAL
TIME x x : x x : x x 3 bytes hrs : rr> i n I SQC i same
COURSE X X X . X F.R. deg rees i same
SPEED X X . X F.P. knots same
REARING X X X . X F .P. deg rees same
RANGE
X X X . X





SCALE X X . X X F.P. mi 1 e s / i nc
h
same
LAT. x x : X X . X F.P. degreestminutes mi nu t es
LONG. x x x : X X . X F.P. degrees : m i nu t es mi nu t es
DESIG Aa Add res s ASCII characters decimal value
—
— _ — — — — _ — _ — _. — — — — _ — — — — . — _ — . — _._ — . — — — — — — — — __ — _-. — . — — — • — — — — — — —'
x Numeric character.
F.P Float ina ooint representation.
A Alphabetic character including space.
a Alphabetic character excluding space.
TABLE II. FORMATS AND UNITS USED
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1 nautical mile 2025.3716 yards.
1 denree 0. 0174532925 radians.
1 minute: 0.00029089 radians.
1 minute of long. ... 1 nautical mile.
1 minute of 1 at 1 nautical mile x Cos(LatituOe)
PI 3. 1415^3
1 knot 1 nautical mile / hour.





information can be obtained at any time:
(1) Timp. The time z o n e number and the local
time maintained and automatically updated Dy the system
every second.
(2) Own Shir. Latitude and lonaitude values
indicating its last aeog r aoh i c a 1 oosition as determined
automatically by the system at least every T time/ where T
is a period of time as selected by the user. Information
about the course and soeed is also available.
(3) System. Information about the total number
of contacts in the system* classified by their co
r
resoond i no
class: Friendly (F), Hostile ( H
)
, and Unknown (U).
Information aoout t r* e mode in which the system is operating
is also disolaved. This will be e x o 1 a i n e d in the following
oaragraohs .
(4) Contacts. Complete information about six
contacts is disDlayed. The following items are provided for
each contact: (a) designation/ (b) tyoe: Surface (S) or
Sub-surface (SS), (c) class: Friendly (FRI), Hostile (HOS),
or Unknown ( U N K ) , (d) last mark: time/ bearing and ranqe/
(e) course/ if known/ (f) speed/ if known/ (g) CPA
information/ if known: time/ bearing and range/ or one of
t h e following three ccssible messages: " t i m e C L L I S I N " /
"SAME C^S & SPD", ana "MOVING AWAY".
It should be noted that/ although the system is
capable of maintaining up to IS contacts/ information about
only six of them will be constantly oresent at the display;
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the user has the capability of sel ect i nq which contacts he
desires to he displayed in this way > or as will be explained
later/ he can also obtain infortat ion about any contact
(temporarily) in the lower Dort ion of the screen.
The lower oortion of the screen consists of the
last eioht rows and is used durina Input and Disclav
operations; it has no fixed format and if the system is not
executing an Incut or Oisolay operation, it contains only
the prompt ( " X" ) symbol cisolayed in its uDOer left corner.
As mentioned previously^ the system operates in
three different modes; these modes are: (1) Initialization,
(2) Input/ and (3) Disclay. The Initialization mode is
required only once at the beqinninq of the execution of the
system, and it is indispensable for the operation of the
system, as was explained oreviously; it can not ce requested
by the user once the system is operatinq. The Input and
Display modes are aetermineo oy the way the system is
performing at any given time. The system operates in the
Input mode by default. Both modes require interaction with
the user.
(1) Input Mcde. The System is operatinq in
Input mode any time an Input operation is beinq oe, rformed.
The following Input operations can be reauested by the user:
(a) Modify Coordinate Grid Origin
parameters," optional: latitude and longitude.
(b) Modify Own Shio Parameters; optional:
latitude, longitude/ course and speed.
ao

( c ) Create a
signat ion, t y p e t class, cearino,
u rse and soeed
.
( d ) h emo v e a
Contact ; reau i red
and range,* optional
ontact reau i rea
s i g n a t ion.
(e) Redesignate a Contact; reauirea: old
d new designations.
(f) update a Contact; required:
signat i on ' optional! tyoe, class, bearing, rsnae, course
d speed.
(g) Contacts to Display! select which
ntacts are desired to be displayed permanently in the
rface Status Board.
Ch) Tirre" octional* time zone value, system
ock value, and time between updates.
(i) Safe CPA Ranae: modify the Safe CPA
nge parameter.
(j) Wind: enter/modify wind parameters*
auired: direction and speed.
(k) Scale: modify the graphics scale value.
(1) Plasma Reorientation: reorient the
cture displayed at the Plasma Display Unit.
All these operations are performed using
e lower oortion of the screen and are divided into various
ases ("pages") in order to allow a better utilization of
e screen; any Input operation can be requested by pressing
e appropriate key at the kevnoard.
Ul

( 2 ) D i s d 1 a y V1 o d e . The system is operating in
Disolay moae any tirre a Display ooeration is being
performed. The f o 1 1 o w i n a Display operations can be requested
by the user:
(a) Origin: display information about the
Coordinate Grid Origin Darameters (latitude and longitude).
(b) Scale: displays information about the
Graphics Scale currently used by the system.
(c) Own Ship: displays information about
the following own shio parameters: latitude* longitude? X
and Y values in the user defined Coordinate Grid System
being used* course an d speed.
(d) Contact Information: displays
information about a specified contact's parameters?
reauires: designation; provides: type* class* number of
positions maintained by the system, latitude* longitude* X
and Y values in the user defined Coordinate Grid System
being used* last mark's time* bearing and range* and if
possible* gives information about course* soeed* CPA
parameters* and estimatea actual position.
(e) Contacts in System: displays
information about the designations of all the contacts in
the system* if any.
Cf) Safe CPA Range: displays the value of
the Safe CPA Range parameter.




(h) Disnlay U o d a t e Time: di sol ays the value
of the current Time Between Uodafes being used.
All these operations are performed using
the lower portion of the screen, and are divided into
various phases ("oaqes") in order to allow a better
utilization of the screen. Any Display oDeration can be
requested by Dressing the aoprooriate key at the keyboard.
Fiqure No. 4 presents a view of how the
Video Terminal disnlay looks during system ooerat ion! Figure
No. 5 presents a layout of the keyboard used and Figure No.
5a the arrangement of the various Input and Disnlay keys.
(3) Other Function-Defined *eys. The keyboard
has also two other soecial function keys:
(a) Rubout Key. Used to backspace the
cursor when inputting information into the system.
(b) "GO" key. Used to advance the various
"oages" in which the Display operations are divided.
b . PI asma D i so 1 a y
The Plasma Display is used to present a
geographical plot of the own shio and contact positions. It
displays the geographical picture that is defined through a
system-define d_ and user-controllable "window"; thjs window
is used to focus on the geographical area that is of
interest to the user. Two mechanisms control the "window":
(1) Scale. This defines the scale at which the



















3 . Own Shio.








6. Safe CPA Range.
fl
. Display Uoaate Time
INPUT KEYS
1 Create a Contact.
3. Modify Coordinate Grid
Origin. .
5. Contacts to Display.
7. Redesignate a Contact.
9. Scale.
1 1 Safe CPA Range.
2. Modify Own Ship.
a Remove a Contact
6 . Wind.
8 . Time.
10. Update a Contact.
12. Plasma Reorientation
13. GO key.
FIGURE NO. 5a INPUT AND DISPLAY KEYS ARRANGEMENT
'4 5

(?) Picture Reorientation. This specifies the
window's center. Three different methods were used: (a)
fixed reorientation, by makinq as new center any one of
eight (8) ore-oef ined points in the picture* (b) Dy making
the last oosition of the own ship to be the new center, and
(cj by making the last position of any contact to he the new
center of the oicture.
The Plasma Display also presents the current
value of the scale being useci in its upper left corner. The
positions of the own ship are marked with bright circles
connected by solid vectors, while the positions of the
contacts are connected by dashed vectors and marked with two
different symbols: a cross if the contact is Hostile or
Unknown, and a circle if the contact is Friendly? the
designation of any contact plotted at the Plasma Display is
presented close to its first plotted position.
Figure Mo. 6 oresents a view of how the Plasma
Display appears during system operation; ADpendix A gives
the algorithms used for establishing the window and for
forming the picture to be presented.
C. DATA STRUCTURES
The main data structures used in the system- can be
classified in three categories: (1) data structure used to
represent system parameters, (2) data structures used to
represent the own shio information, ana (3) data structures
used to represent contacts information. The main type of





FIGURE NO. 6 PLASMA DISPLAY VIEW
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by PL/m 80 [ R e f • 9 J , which basically allows the programmer
by usinq one identifier, to refer to a collection of
STRUCTURE MEMBERS which may have different- tyoes, such as
ARRAY, ADDRESS variables a ^ d hytf variables. In PL/M 80, a
HYTE variaole is an 8-bit value occupyinq a single byte of
storage/ an ADDRESS variable is a 16-bit value occupyinq two
consecutive bytes of storage, and an ARRAY is a vector
comoosea of BYTE or ADDRESS variables. The most
soohisticated data structure that P L / M 80 suDports directly
is the Array of Structures with Arrays inside the
structures. With the capability that PL/M 8 has of allowina
a variable reference to be either fully qualified, partially
qualified/ unqualified (references to entire arrays or
Structures), or by usinq pointers <=)nd indirect references,
it was possible to simulate other more complex data
structures such as circular linked lists and olexes, as will
be explained later.
1. Data Structure for the System Parameters
Fiqure No. 7 describes the data structure used to
represent most of the system parameters; as can be observed,
it is a structure composed of eight (8) members with the
followinq description:
a. l_AT: array of 4 bytes used to represent the
floating ooint value of the latitude parameter used to
define the Coordinate Grid Origin.
b. LONG: array of 4 bytes used to represent the












FIGURE NO. 7 DATA STRUCTURE FOR THE SYSTEM PARAMETERS
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define the Coordinate Grid Origin.
c. SCALE: array of 4 bytes used to represent the
floating point value of the qraphics scale parameter.
d. wTNDSDIR; array o f ^ bytes used to rec^ese^t f ^ °
floatino ooint value of the wind direction.
e. WINDSSPD: array of 4 bytes used to represent the
floatinq point value of the wind speed.
f. NU'V 1>Z0NE: array of 5 bytes used to reoresent the
ASCII characters defining the value of the Time Zone
number .
a. CONTACTSKIND: array of 3 bytes used to represent
the total number of contacts in each class.
h. N U M C T S : byte variable used to represent the
number of contacts at any rime in the s v s t e "" .
It should be noticed that this data structure is
designed only to maintain the parameters described at any
moment; a log of changes or modifications to the parameters
described is not kept*
2 . Data Structures for Own Ship Parameters
Figure No. 8 describes the data structures used to
represent the own ship parameters; the OWTJJSH I P $ I NFO
structure is used to maintain a set of parameters for which
no log of changes or modifications is maintained* and also
to allow indirect access to the w N $ S H I P data structure. Its
four (u) members have the followinq descriDtion:
a. I_AT: array of 4 bytes used to represent the
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W M $ S H I P











FIGURE NO. fl DATA STRUCTURES FOR OWN SHIP PARAMETERS
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floating point value of the latitude parameter defining
the qeoqraohical position of the own ship.
b
.
LONG: array of '4 bytes used to represent the
floating point value of the longitude parameter defining
the geooraphical position of the own ship.
c. POINTER: byte variable used to access the
O^NSShlP data Structure* by defining its most recently used
member.
d. FLAG: byte variable used to indicate whether or
not the 30 members of the OWNS SHIP data structure have been
accessed at least once.
The OWNSSHIP Array of Structures is used to maintain
up to thirty (30) different sets of values for the own ship
parameters, thus maintaininq a loo of the 30 (or fewer) most
recent values of the own shin parameters, by using the
members POINTER and FLAG of the OWNSSHIPSINFO structure/ it
is possible to use the OaNSSHIP data structure as a circular
queue? with each of its 30 members having the following
descript ion:
a. X: array of 4 bytes used to represent the
floating point value of the X parameter defining the
position of the own ship in the Coordinated Grid- System
def i ned
.
b. Y: array of 4 bytes used to represent the
floating point value of the Y parameter defining the
position of the own ship in the Coordinated Grid System
de f i ned
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c. TIME: array of 3 bytes used to represent the
real time clock value (hours? minutes and seconds) at which
the c o r resoond i nq member was current.
d
.
C R S ' array of 4 bytes used to represent the
floating Doint value of the course oarameter.
e. SPD: array of 4 bytes used to represent the
floating point value of the soeed parameter.
Notice that exc^ member of the w N S S H I P data
structure is caoable of orovidinq enouah information to
locate the own ship; up to 30 locations and time may be
recorded.
3. Data Structures ior the Contact Parameters
Fiqure No. 9 describes the data structures used to
represent contact parameters. The CONTACTS INFO Array of
Structures? composed of fifteen CIS) members, was used to
represent a set of parameters for up to 15 different
contacts/ anq was also used to allow indirect access to the
CONTACTSPOSI data structure; each member of CONTACTSINFO
represented a different contact and was used to access 15
correspond! nq members in the CONTACTSPOSI data structure/ as
will be described. Each member of the CONTACTSINFO data
structure had the fol lowing con f i qu ra t i on
:
a. DESIG: address value used to represent the
decimal value of the desiqnation used to refer to a contact.
b. TYPE: byte variable used to represent the type
of the contact.
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d. CRSSFLAG: byte variable used to indicate whether
or" not there was information about the course of the
contact .
e. SPDSFLAG: byte variable used to indicate whether
or- not there was information about the soeea of the
contact .
f. OSJPOINTEP: byte variable used to indicate which
of the 15 corresoondinq members of the CONTACTSPOSI data
structure was current when the own shiD made its last change
in course or speed/' it is mainly used when solving
Maneuvering Board problems.
g. POINTER: byte variable used to access the 15
corresponding members of the CONTACTSPOSI data structure/ by
defining its most recently used member.
h. FLAG: byte variable used to indicate whether or
not the 15 co
r
resoond i na members of the CONTACTSPOSI data
structure have been accessed at least once.
The CONTACTSPOSI Array of Structures is used to
maintain up to 15 different sets of values for the
parameters of up to 15 different contacts/ thus maintaining
a log of the 15 (or fewer) most recent values for the
parameters of each contact. Its ?25 members are accessed
indirectly by the POINTER element in each member of
CONTACTS INFO/ according to the following methoa:
Relative position of member in CONTACTSINFO: N
.
Members in CONTACTSPOSI to which N is allowed
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to access: IS x N up to (15 x (N + 1)) - 1
Thus» for e x a m o 1 e / the contact defined as member
in CONTACTSINFO/ has its IS sets of parameters represented
in members thru 14 of CONTACTSPOSI* and the contact
defined as member 8 in CONTACTSINFO/ h^s its IS sets of
parameters represented in members 120 thru 134 of
CONTACTSPOSI
.
Also, the 15 members of CONTACTSPOSI that are
allocated for each contact defined in CONTACTilNFO, are used
as a circular queue* in a similar way to that described for
the own ship.
Each of the 225 members has the following
configuration:
a. X: array of 4 Dytes used to represent the
floating point value of the X parameter defining the
position of the contact in the Coordinated Grid System
defined.
b. Y: array of 4 bytes used to represent the
floating point value of the X parameter defining the
position of the contact in the Coordinated Grid System
de f i ned
.
c. TI-ME: array of 3 bytes used to represent the
real time clock value (hours/ minutes and seconds) at which
the corresponding member was current.
d. CPS: array of 4 bytes used to represent the
floating point value of the course parameter.
e. SPD: array of 4 bytes used to represent the
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Dating coint value of t n e 5D°e: parameter.
f. B C G: array of u rvtes u s e a to recrese^t t r> e
oatir-q Doint value of the rea r inp parameter.
g. R NG : array of M cvtes usee to
Dating dot ^t value o * the range :ara'
eo reseat - - e





Presently* the system will handle all functions
irrently provided by the OPT plotter/ while at the same
Tie solving some Maneuvering Board problems: CPA
formation and de t e rnr i na t i on of course and speed of
n t ac t s .
Since all the inputs to the system are done manually/ an
tensive control program was developed in order to make it
ry difficult for the user to enter erroneous data/
oviding un to six levels of correctness.
Information about the own ship and any one of IS
fferent contacts can be displayed by pressing one
nc t i on-de f i ned key for each case. Also* the geographical
ot displayed at the Plasma Unit can be reoriented and
dified in scale by usina two other function-defined keys.
The displays provided by the system can easily be
plicated/ thus allowing the possibility of havina all the
formation displayed in remote stations where needed.
FUTURE WORK
The system can be a valuable tool aboard non-NT OS ships
implemented. Several extensions are possible/ however/ in
1 1 h hardware and software.
The system can be modified in order to acceot input data
rectly from the own ship's pitometer and gyrocompass/ and
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from the radar and sonar sensors? in order to reduce
Sti-Tie reouired from the ooerafor to enter the same data/
i




Ihe system couid also he modified in order to allow the
of Magnetic Bubble ^e^ory as mass storage media, to
tain a loa of all the necessary data to be able to
nstruct events, and to start uo the system again in case
loss of Dower or other failure.
Also, the caoability of solvinq other 'v aneuverino Board
lems such as interception, scout ina and torpedo firing,
d easily be added.
The system could also be i mo 1 emen t ed oy using several
ile Board Computers workinq in parallel, with each one
i ng one or more soecific problems. Also, the remote
ions could be provided with intelligent terminals with
caoability of displaying the information necessary,
iout disturbing the comouter's processina.
The results of this thesis indicate that microcomputer
moloqy can feasibly be apolied to the ideas above and to
»p similar problems.
A microprocessor-based system as the one described, has
potential to orovide any shio with a digital surface"
surface contact plotting caoability, without the expense
NTDS size eouipment. It can reduce the manning of
?rway watches while lmorovina the auality of the tactical
) r m a t i o n available to the Officer of the Deck.
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APPENDIX A ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION
A THE CLOSEST POINT OF APPROACH (CPA)
1. The Basic Relative Movement Problem
K. H. Kerns and R. S. Coooer TPef. 31 have described
i way of solving Maneuvering Board oroblems with the aid of
microcomputer. A<; described in that reference*
(aneuverina Board oroblems are divided in two basic
at ego ries.
One is the relative plot where the CPA of contacts
eing tracked can be calculated. The center of the plot
epresents the "reference" or "own" shio ana any other Doint
epresents the position of a "maneuvering" ship, clotted in
rue bearing and range from tne own shio at various times.
The other cateaory is the vector diagram or tne
'triangle of courses and speeds"; this allows the operator
' o calculate the course and soeed of any maneuvering ship (a
:ontact) qiven the own shio course and soeed* and relative
:ourse and speed of the contact (obtained from the relative
:> 1 o t ) . Fiqure No. 10 shows how the two cateaories are
applied and how they interact one with another.
2, Other Uses of the Maneuvering Board
All Maneuverina Board problems utilize the basic
relative motion problem discussed above; in addition to
determining CPA information* course/ and soeed of a contact/
the Maneuvering Board can also be used to find the reguired




















FIGURE NO. 10 MANEUVERING BOARD SCHEMATIC
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ship, to find true wind/ or to find courses and soeeos for
scouting and toroedo-firina situations.
3 . Maneuvering Boarn problems solutions implemented
As descrineo oetore/ the system was mainly desianea
to provide a g r a d h i c a 1 oisnlay of the own shio and contacts
being tracked; secondarily, the system provides a surface
status display of information about those contacts and about
own shio. Only the CPA, course, and soeed of contacts are
calculated automatically? the other functions of the
Maneuvering Board are not duplicated.
4. Problems that Normally Occur
In a Maneuvering Board problem solution, all the
data are recorded manually by the plotter; these data are
provided aurally by the radar operator.
This interaction is somewhat error-prone? the
positions plotted often appear scattered like the ones shown
in Figure Mo. 11.
5. The Least-squares Fit Approach
In order to smooth the data utilized and to obtain a
straight line representing the line of relative motion for a
certain number of plotted positions, the least-sauare fit
method was chosen.
The aooroach employed reauires two to five contact
positions. A least-sauare fit is used to determine the slope
and the Y axis interceot. Once these parameters are obtained
the CPA, course, and speed calculations are performed in a
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FIGURE NO. 11 USUAL PLOTTING AT THE MANEUVERING BOARD
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method is as follows:
Let N be the, number of dosi t ions of a contact
obtained from the radar reoeater/sonar (the value of N in
the system has as bounds t 2 and 5). The equation of a
straight line can be renresent^d by:
y = Mx 8
where :
M = s 1 one f ann
B = Y intercept .
The least-square fit method gives the solution for M
and 8 as follows:
M = fs(0) x t(l) - sfl) x t(0))/(s(0) x s(2) - s(l) )
8 = Cs(2) x t(0) - s(l) x t(l))/(s(0) x s(2) - s(l) )
where:
N-l
s(k) = > X(i) , k = 0,1,2
i=0
N-l




6 . CPA A 1 q ri thm
Certain combinations of data require soeci al
treatment in CPA, course/ and soeed calculations. These
soecial cases are shown in Fiaure Ho. 1 d .
For case the contact has the same course and speed
as the own ship; then the CPA can not be calculated/ because
the contact is oermanently at CPA.
For case 1 the contact has as direction of relative
motion (relative course) the values of 000 or 180 degrees
and thus the slooe of the relative motion line will have an
infinite value.
For case 2 the contact has as direction of relative
motion the values of 0^0 or 270 deqrees and thus the slooe
of the relative motion line will have the value of 0.
There is a fourth case where the contact is on a
collision course with the own ship.
In the aeneral case/ the sequence of calculations is
as follows:
a. Take at least 2. marks of a contact (time/
bearing, and distance).
b. Convert bearing and distance to relative
values of x and y
:
RELSX = RNG x sin(RPG)
RtLSY = RNG x cos(HRG)
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d • Compute Y intercept :
YSCUT = (3(2) x t(0) - s(l) x t(l))/(s(0) x
2
s(2) - s( 1 ) )
e. Comoute relative course:
Y 1 = M x R E L $ X ( 1) + YSCUT
Y2 = M x R E I <5 X ( 2 ) + YSCUT
-1
RFLSCRS = tan C(REL$X(2) - RELSX C 1 ) ) / ( Y2
- Yl ) )
REL$X(2) - obtained from the last position
used for the Least-sauare Fit
calculation
REL$X(1) - obtained from the first position
used for the Least-sauare Fit
calculation
REL$Y(2) - similar to RELSXC2)
RELSY(l) - similar to RELSX ( 1)
f. Compute relative speed:
DELTASX = RELSX(2) - RELSX(l)
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DELTASY = RELSY(?) - RELSY(l)
DELTAST = TIMEC2) - TIME(l)
RELSSPD =
2 c




position of a contact
entered into the system.
riME(?) -
position of a contact
entered into the system.
local time at which the last
used in the least-sauare fit is
local time at whicn the first
used in the least-square fit is
g. Compute true course and speed of a contact:
Given own shin's course (CO)/ own ship's
soeed (SO), soeed of relative motion (RELSSPD), and the
relative motion course (RELSCRS), then:
XI : SO x Si n(C0)
Yl = SO x cos(CO)
X2 = RELSSPD x sin(RELSCRS)
Y2 =. RELSSPD x cos(RELSCRS)
Thus, the X/Y components of the maneuvering
shio's vector are XI + X2 and Yl + Y 2 where the




(XI X 2 ) + ( y i + y 2
)
and the course is:
tan (CXI + X2)/(Y1 Y2) )
h . Comou t e CP A
?
X $ C P A = (M x ( M x REL$X(1)-Y1))/(M + 1 )
2
YSCPA = (Yl - M x XI )/(M +1)
2 2
(X$CPA-RFL?X(1)) + ( Y $ C P A - Y 1
)




CPASRANGE = V XSCPA + Y'BCPA
-1
CPASBEARING = tan (X$CPA / Y$CPA)
NOTE: Yl is the value calculated at the item
e. above, not the one at g.
As a final comment, the case 4 shown in Figure Mo. 3
represents the situation when a contact is in collision with
the own ship. It is easily seen that a contact in collision
has the bearinas of the various cosi t ions with aoproximately
the same value while the range is reducing. The system was
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designed with a safe CPA ranae value (SAFF$PNG) as parameter
which can be chanqed from 50 yards (default value) uo to
1000 yards; thus* any CPA ranae below that Darameter value
will set the information about the CPA of a given contact as
oeinq in collision with the own shio.
Beyond that » the CPA algorithm checks for a contact
that already oassed its CPA and a messaoe "MOVING AaAY" is
i ssued .
B. GRAPHICS ON PLASMA DISPLAY
1. Physical Considerations
In order to orcvide elements for designing the
aloorithm for interact i no with the plasma display some
physical parameters for the AM/UYQ-10, Plasma Display set
[Pef. 13] had to be taken into account:
a. Panel parameters:
Active area : 8.55" x 8.55"
Addressable matrix : 512 x 512
Dot spacing : 0.0167" center-to-center, 60 per
i nc h
Light spot size : 10 to 12 mils
b. Character size:
5 x 7 matrix : 80 x 120 mils
2. Plasma Display Unit Capabilities
Such capabilities included the capability to:
a. Set status of the Plasma Unit (busy or not)




d. Receive X/Y coordinates from CPU
e. Set alphanumeric mode
f. Set vector mode (solid or dashed vector
capabi 1 i ty)
3. Algorithm Desian
Figure No. 13 shows how the Plasma Panel was set in
he coordinate system/ the points 1> 3, 5 , ana 7 delimit the
rea where the Plasma Panel is located. The point 7
eo resents the origin of the Plasma Panel (ORIGIN SX,
RIGINSY) .
In order to allow the display of all the information
ecessary to the Plasma Unit and generated by the system,
he "PLASMAS^ODULE" module was designed.
a. ^indowinq
The windowing process was develoDed as a
ransformation process which enables the Plasma Panel to
over a region in the coordinate grid system.
The scale set by the ooerator as an initial
arameter controls the windowing orocess and it can vary
com .25 miles/inch ud to 25.00 miles/inch.
In Fioure Mo. 13 the name wINDOw marks the size
f a sauare representing the region covered by the Plasma
anel? this value was obtained by settinq:
WINDOW = SCALE x 8.55
b. Procedure to check if a given oosition falls
ithin the limits of the defined "window"









(0,0) ORIGINSX XI X?
FIGURE MO. 13 WINDOWING SCHEMATIC
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possible to plot a given position (X/Y values) in the reqion
covered by the Plasma Panel; thus/ the following algorithm
was deve 1 oped
.
In Figure No. 15 the ooint named PI can be
plotted in, but the ooint P 2 can not. A noint can be
displayed at the Plasma Panel when the coordinates X/Y of
that point follow the rules below:
R I G I N 5 X + WINDOW > X > ORIGINSX, and
ORIGINSY - WINDOW < Y < ORIGINSY
Notice that all those values are in floating-
point reD resen t a t i on
.
c . Normalization
Before displayino a given ooint in the Plasma
Panel it is necessary first to check if the oosition could
be plotted, and secondly to normalize its value to the range
specified (addressable matrix - 512 x 512); the first is
done as explained above* and the second is as follows:
( 1 ) DELTASX = X - ORIGINSX
DELTA5Y = ORIGINSY - Y
(2) Take the absolute values of
DELTASX and DELTASY:
DELTA 5 X = ARS (DELTASX)
DELTASY = ARS (DELTASY)
(3) TEMPSX = (511.0 / WINDOW) x DELTASX
TEMPSY = (511.0 / WINDOW) x DELTASY




X = INTEGER (TEmp$X)
Y = INTEGER (TEMPJY)
a . Plasma Reorientation
Besides settinq a scale for the "window's three
ways of positioninq the "window" in the coordinate arid
system were implemented.
By default, every time the scale Has to be
changed* the last oosifion of the own shin will be set at
the center of the "window"; this is accomplished by setting:
ORIGINS = OWNSSHIPSX - HALFSWINDOWSY, and
ORTGIMSY = OWNSSHIPSY - HALFSWINDOW
Notice that the own ship's last oosition can be set at the
center of the "window" any time the operator wants to do so.
The second method implemented was to set the
last known position of any contact at the center of the
"window"; this was obtained by settinq:
ORIGINSX = CONTACTSPOSISX - HALF $W I NDOW , and
ORIGINSY = CCNTACTSPOSISY - HALFSWINDOW
In case of no contact beinq maintained by the system/ this
method will be iqnored by the system, even if requested.
The third method imolemented was to set one of 8
fixed positions (refer to Fig. No. 13) at the center of the




















(6) Poi nt 5:
ORIGINSX
ORIGINSY
(7) Poi nt 6:
ORIGINSX
ORIGINSY





ORIGINSX + HALFS WINDOW, and
ORIGINSY + HALFSWINDOW
ORIGINSX + HALFSWINDOW, and
ORIGINSY




ORIGINSX - HALFSWINDOW, and
ORIGINSY - HALFSWINDOW
ORIGINSX - HALFSWINDOW, and
ORIGINSY
ORIGINSX - HALFSWINDOW, and
ORIGINSY + HALFSWINDOW
C. TRANSCENDENTAL FUNCTIONS
Three transcendental functions were necessary in solving
some problems by the system. These functions were sine and
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sine of a aiven a n a 1 e * and arc tanaent of the ratio of two
ve n values.
The main aoals were the minimum amount of storage for
e work area and the minimum execution time in performing
e calculations/' for these reasons* the Hastings
oroximations were chosen with slight modifications mace to
e algorithms suggested in Ref No. 4.
1. Cosine ana Sine Functions
As described in the Appendix E. , the procedure
S $ S I N " performs the cosine and sine of a aiven angle (in
dians); the following steos were taken in the development
the algorithm:
a. Save the actual value of the anole
b. Set angle to be between and 2 x PI radians
c. Check for soecial cases - 90/ 270,
and 360 degrees
d. Normalize the angle for the interval and 90
degrees* and save guadrant of the
original ang 1
e
e. Convert angle to semicircle units
A = ANGLE / PI
where PI = 3. iai593
f. Perform Hastings approximation
2 2 2 2
I - (CI + A (C2 + A (C3 + A (CH + A (C5 +






C3 = 0.()7 Q 6 o ^08713K
Ca = -0.0046816668674
C5 = 0.00 1603588 4 15
Cb = -0.0000034333379
Compute cosine and sine:
2
COS(ANGLE) = 1.0 - 2.0 x Z
sin(ANGLE) = Vl.O - cos (ANGLE)
h. Restore siqns for sine and cosine accordinq
to the auadrants saved in d.
2. Arc Tanqent Function
As described in Apoendi x E, the orocedure "APCSTAN"
performs the arc tanqent function of a qiven ratio (Y/X) of
2 oarameter values; the f ol 1 owi nq steos were taken in the
development of the alqorithm:
a. Save the actual values of the parameters
b. Save siqn of parameters to determine
quadran t
C. Check for valid arquments (X and Y)
( 1 ) I f X = and Y = 0:
Function undefined
(2) I f X = and Y = 0:
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ANGLE = 90 decrees (for Y > 0)
ANGLE = 2 7 decrees (for Y < 0)
d. Form Z to perform the Hastings approximation
7 =
I Y| - |X|
Y I + I X
e. Perform the hastinas approximation
2 2 2 2
ANGLE = (CI + Z (C2 + 7 (C3 + Z (Ca Z (C5 +
2 2 2











PI = 3. 1 a 1 593
Restore angle to oroper quadrant
D. POSITIONAL DATA CONVERSION
In the design of the system all the positions can be
referred either as latitude and longitude* or as X/Y
coordinates; for this reason, some algorithms were developed
in order to obtain one or another kind of positional data.
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1. Convert LAT and LONG to X/Y Coordinates
The whole s v s t e m was based in a Coordinate Grid
y s t e m whose origin values were given in terms of latitude
nd longitude* and any position in it had an x/Y coordinate
iefined in relation to the origin; thus* given the values of
atitude and longitude of a certain position, it might be
ronverted to that Coordinate Grid System units; i.e.* to
; o n v e r t to X/Y coordinates. This was obtained by doing:
a. Comoute mean latitude:
MEANtLAT = CSYSTE^JLAT t LAT) / 2.0
b. Comoute X/Y coordinates:
X = (LONG - SYSTEMSLONG) x cos (MEANSLAT
)
Y = LAT - SYSTEMSLAT
2. Convert a Given Position in Terms of Bearing and
Range from Own Shio to X/Y Coordinates
In order to determine the X/Y coordinates of a
position when it is given in terms of bearing and range from
the own ship, the following steDS were done:
a. Save value of bearing:
ANGLE = BEARING
b. Compute DELTASX and DELTA$Y:
DELTASX = RANGE x sin(ANGLE)
DELTAJY = RANGE x cos(ANGLE)
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c. Comoute X anc Y:
X = OWNSSHIPSX + DELTASX
Y = OWNSSHIPSY + DELTAS
Y
3. Convert X/Y Cooroi nates of a Given Position into
Latitude and Longitude
a. Comoute latitude:
LAT = Y + SYSTEMSLAT
b. Comoute mean latitude:
MEANSLAT = (SYSTEMSLAT + LAT) / 2.0
c. Comoute longitude:
LONG = X / cos(MEANSLAT) + SYSTEMSLONG
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APPENDIX B SOFTWARE CATEGORIZATION
MODULES DESCRIPTION
As mentioned before the system was developed around 12
i c modules; there is another module (EXECUTIVE) which is
edded in the module MAIN$MODUL£.
As shown in Appendix E, every procedure has a comment
der which explains what it performs* the parameters with
meaning, and, when proper, the usage of that procedure.
MODULES INTERACT ION
Due to the interaction capability between modules as
owed by the lanauaqe P L / M 8 through the use of the
ributes PUHLIC and Ex'TER N AL for the procedures, the
lowing list was written in order to s h o <
eraction. This list shows the modules which











































































1 1 . TI^E:
















SURFACE-SUBSURFACE CONTACT PLOTTER SYSTEM
at t he
NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL
This manual describes the operation of the Surface-
Subsurface Contact Plotter System at the Naval Postgraduate
School. This manual assumes familiarization with CIC
procedures. The soecifics about fhe installation of the
eduiDment required were cresented in chanters 4 and 5 and
also in Appendix' D. The alqorithms used were described in
Apoendi x A. All the software required is contained in one
diskette labeled PLASMA GFOGRAPHIC PLOTTER PACKAGE:
SYSTEM. APL. Figure No. 14 oresents a view of how the











AUTION: NEVER turn on or off the d i s < e t t e orive
with a diskette inserted ill.
Turn on MDS system: use the key located at the upper
left corner of the front panel and turn it clockwise.
The POWER indicator should light.
Turn on diskette drive: use POWER switch located at the
front panel. The ON indicator should liaht.
Turn on OATAMEDIA Video Terminal (CRT): use switch
located on right side. The cursor should apoear at the
screen after a few seconds. Ensure that the lights CD,
CTS, ROLL and FULL DUPLEX are on.
Turn on power supply to Plasma Unit. This external power
suoply should be set at + 5 Volts DC. A red indicator
should liaht.
Turn on AN/UYO-10 Plasma Display Unit: use POWER switch
located at front of unit. The indicator located at the
uoper left corner should liaht.
Turn on any other slave displays* if existing.
Place ' diskette' labeled PLASMA GEOGRAPHIC PLOTTER
PACKAGE: SYSTEM. APL in drive 0, with the read/write
access slot first. Close door of the arive after
diskette insertion.
Bootstrap the ISIS-II Ooeratinq System:
a. Press top of Intel lee BOOT switch.
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b. Press too of RESET switch.
c . Observe that INTERRUPT 2 indicator aoes on before
Df-oceeai na.
d. Press s o a c e r: a r of DATAMEDIA Video Terminal
keyboa rd
.
e. Observe that INTERRUPT 2 indicator qoes off before
oroc eed i nq
.
f. Press d o t t o m of ROOT switch.
q. Observe that the following mpssaqe appears at the
DATA MEDIA Video Terminal screen:
ISIS-II,V2.2
K Issue the following command:
DPTSfo <carriage return>
10. After a few seconds/ the DATA MEDIA Video Terminal screen
should be cleared and then filled with the working
format; al so; the message "ON LINE." should appear at
the AN/UYO-10 Plasma Display screen.
11. Observe that the slave disolays (if exist i n a ) , are
oresenting the same information as their respective
masters.
12. Follow the instructions for SYSTEM INITIALIZATION as
orompted and accorcinq to the format explained in the
followinq oaqes.
13. Notice that the T
I
M E value entered during SYSTE M
INITIALIZATION should be that one desired as starting
time (the time at which the GO key is deoresseo, after
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the SYSTEM INITIALIZATION mode is completed).
1 4 . During ooeration, the INTERRUPT 1 indicator should liaht





CAUTION: NEVER turn on or oft the diskette drive
with a diskette inserted ill.
1. Press the INTERRUPT switch. The associated indicator
should 1 i ah t
.
2 . Eject the diskette ir drive 0.
3. Turn off the e a u i d m e n t in the following order:
a. Slave disolays (if existing).
b. AN/UYO-10 Plasma Display Unit.
c . A N / U Y - 1 Plasma Disolay Unit power supply.
d. DATAMEDIA Video Terminal.
e. Diskette drive.
f. Intellec ^DS system.
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III. FORMATS AND COMMANDS DESCRIPTION
The fol lowinq paqes cescrihe the data elements^ input
;ommands» and disolay commands required for the ooeration of
the SURFACE-SUBSURFACE CONTACT PLOTTER SYSTEM.
PI

data element data e 1 emen t
NAME :
Time Zone Mumper: parameter clefininq the




S - siqn ( + or -).
nn - two diait number
RANGE:
00 <= nn <= 12
COMMENTS :
Used only for display purooses
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data element data element
N A M e :
Timet carameter definina a
hours/ minutes and seconas.
time value Consists of
FORMAT:




hh - value of hours. Two digits.
mm - value of minutes. Two diaits
ss - value of seconds. Two diaits
00 <= hh <= ^?>
<= mm <= 59
00 <= ss <= 59
Once the time is set* the
current time and uodate the
Video Terminal every second.
system will maintain the
time value disolayed at the
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data element data element
M A m F.
:
Time Between Updates: oarameter that defines the
interval of time used by the system to update the
geographical position of the own ship.
FORMAT :
sss where:
sss - value in seconds to oe used. Ihree digits.
RANGE:
15 <= sss <= 250
COMMENTS:
Initially* the Time Between Updates is set automatically
by the system to 180 seconds. The system will calculate the
new position of the own shin and display this value at the
Video Terminal and will olot > if oossible* the new position
at the Plasma Video any time the interval of time between
the current time and the actual time is greater than or
equal to the Time Between Updates parameter.
9a

data el ement data element
Course- parameter that determines the aeneral
at which the own shio or any contact is steer inc.
d i rec t ion
FORMAT:
ddd . d where:
ddd.d - value in degrees and tenths of
degrees. Three digits.
RANGE:
000.0 <= ddd.d <= 359.9
COMMENTS:
Needs to be entered for the own ship. The system will
calculate its value in the case of a contact/ although it
could also be inout for the system if known. Note that the
system will eventually override this information, after
solving the course problem.
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data element data element
N A M E :
Speed; parameter that determines the velocity
the own ship or any contact is moving.
at which
FORMAT :
k k . k where:
k k . k - value in knots (nautical miles / hour)
and tenths of knots. Three digits.
RANGE :
00.0 <= kk . k <= 99.9
COMMENTS:
Needs to be entered for the own
calculate its value in the case
could also be input for the system
system will eventually override
solving the speed problem.
ship. The system will
of a contact* althouqh it




data el emen t data element
N A M E :
Bearinq: oara^eter that determines the true bearinq of a
contact from the own s h i c > at a given time.
FORMAT :
bob . b where:
bbb.b - value in deqrees and tenths of
dearees. Four digits.
RANGE :





data el emen t oata el ement
NAME :
Ranae: oarameter that determines the distance between
the own ship ana any contact/ at a given time. Can be given
in yards or in nautical miles.
FORMAT :
mmm.m or yyyyyy where:
m rn m . m
yyyyyy
value in miles ana tenths of
miles. Four digits.
value in yards. Six diqits.
RANGE:
000.0 <= mmm.m <= 100.0
000 000 <= yyyyyy <= 999999
COMMENTS:
When the system is disolayina a Range parameter/ all
values less than or equal to 5.0 nautical miles will be




data element data element
i\i A M E :
Latitude: parameter that defines
position of the own shio or any contact
degrees* minutes and tenths of minutes.
the qeoa raoh i c a 1
Consists of a siqn,
FORMAT:
ddimm.m s here:
dd - value in degrees. Two digits.
mm.m - value in minutes and tenths of
minutes. Three digits,
s - siqn (North ( N ) or South ( S ) ) .
RANGE:
<= da <= 89
00.0 <= mm.m <= 59.9
COMMENTS :
The initial Position of the own ship is initially
required for the system; later positions of the own ship and
all positions for the contacts will be automatically
calculated by the system.
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data el emen f data element
NAME:
Lonaitude: par a meter that defines the Geographical
position of the own shin or any contact. Consists of a sign,
degrees^ minutes and tenths of minutes.
FORMAT:
ddd. mm. m s where:
ddd
m m . m
value in dearees. Three digits
value in minutes and tenths of
minutes. Three dinits.
sign (East (E) or /jest ( w ) ) .
RANGE:
00 <= ddd <= 179
00.0 <= mm.m <= 59.9
COMMEN rS:
The initial position of the own ship is initially
requi red for the system; later positions of the own ship and
all positions for the contacts will be automatically
calculated by the system.
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data element data element
NAME :
X: oarameter that defines the oosition of the own ship
or* any contact in the Coordinate Grid System beinq used. Its
value is given in miles.
FORMAT
:
snnnnnnnnnn . nn where:
nnnnnnnnnn.nn -
s i qn ( + or - ) .
value in miles and
hundre t h s of miles
Twelve digits*
RANGE
.0 <= Innnnnnnnn.nn! <= 9999999999.99
COMMEN FS
:
Is not determined cirectly by the ooerator; it is
calculated automatically by the system which also takes care
of its format and range. Could be positive or negative.
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at a element data el e^ent
AME:
Y: oarameter that defines the oosi t ion of the own ship
}r any contact in the Coordinate Gria System being used. Its




sign ( + or - ) .




0.0 <= lnnnnnnnnn.no! <= 9999999999 . 99
:0MMENTS:
Is not determined airectly by the operator? it is
:alculated automatically by the system which also takes care
Df its format and range. Could be positive or negative.
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data element data element
NAME :
Desianat ion (Desia): oarameter that defines the name
given to a oarticular contact. Consists of two alphabetic
characters or one blank and one alphabetic character.
FORMAT :
A a where:
A - Any alphabetic character or
a - Anv alphabetic character.
a blank
RANGE:
Not apo 1 i c ab 1 e .
COMMENTS:
Needs to be unique for the set of contacts maintained by
the system at any qiven time. Uoper or lower case characters
can be used/ although the system will change all lower case
characters to their upper case equivalents.
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data element data element
N a M E :
T y ce : c^ra-eter t *"> a t de f i nes
surface or sub -surf ace kind.
if r - e contact is of
FORMAT:
t where:







data element data element
N A M E :




- can have three values:
F i f Fnendl y (FRI )
H i f Host i 1 e (HOS)
.
U if Unknown ( U N K )
RANGE:
Not apo 1 i c ab 1 e
.
COMMENTS:
Depending on the Class of any contact/ the
plot its positions at the Plasma Display will
is used for Friendly contacts*
Hostile and Unknown contacts.
and an





)M e 1 erren t data el ement
f
: :
Scale: Darameter that defines the scale at which the
; ture presented at the Plasma Unit is disDlayed. Can he
ocified up to one hundredth of a mile/inch.
UMAT :
rrrnm where:
mm. mm - value in miles and hunoreths of miles
oer inch. Four digits.
MGE
00.25 <= mm. mm <= 25.00
MMENTS:
The Scale value is used in determining the size of the




ata element data element
A ME:
Safe CPA Ranae: oaran-eter that defines the radius of a
ircle with center at the own ship; any contact that will
ass through this security circle will be considered in
o 1 1 i s i o n .
ORMAT :
yyy where:
yy yy alue in yards. Four diaits
AlNiGE :
00S0 <= yyyy <= 1000
OMMENTS:
Initially the Safe CPA
utomatically by the system to
Ranae parameter is




data element data element
NAME:
Wind Direction: this carameter indicates the true bearing
from which the wind is hlowina.
FORMAT :
ddd.d where:
ddd.d value in degrees and tenths o f deqrees
Four digits.
RANGE:
000.0 <= ddd.d <= 35^.9
COMMENTS:
Used only for d i s o 1 a y curposes
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at a el emen t data el ement
Wind Speed: this parameter indicates the speed at




k k . k - value in knots (nautical miles / hour)
and tenths of knots. Three digits.
^ANGE:
00.0 <= kk.k <= 99.9
COMMENTS:
Used only for display purooses
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' D U t C O Ti "" 3 n incut command
IftME:
Origin Uodfl t e
.
ASCRIPTION:
This command is used to modify the Coordinate Grid Origin
O ramet e r s .
IPUT REQUIRED:





This corf^ana causes the system to cnanqe all tie X/Y
alues that had been calculated/ and also to redraw the
<icture recresenteo at the Plasma Disolay with the last
osition o* the own shio at the center.
1 10

input command incut command
N A M E :
Own Ship Uodate.
DESCRIPTION:
This command is used to modify the oarameters of the own
sMd: Latitude^ Lonqi tuce> Course and Speed/ in a selective
way .
INPUT REQUIRED:
- when promoted by the system, indicate which parameters
are going to be changed.
OPTIONAL INPUT:
- New Latitude value.
- New Longitude value.
- New Course value.
- New Speed value.
DESCRIPTION:
When this command is issued and when the system prompts
the user to indicate which parameters will be changed, if
the user responds that no parameter is desired to be
changed, then the control will be oassed to the system
aga i n
.
The time information needed will be automatically
obtained by the system, and will be the time at which this
command was issued.
If any oarameter is changed, this causes the system to
automatically ' update the position of the own ship to the
moment at which the command was issued.
All chances made will be displayed at the Video Terminal
and reflected in the Plasma Disolay.
If the Latitude and/or Lonqi tude values are changed, then
all X/Y values in the system will be recalculated ana a new
picture with the new position of the own ship at the center
will be presented at the Plasma Display.
Notice also that when the Course and/or Speed oarameters
are chanced, no CPA information will be availab.le for any
contact until a new mark is obtained for any contact from
1 1 1
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This command is used to remove a contact from the system
INPUT REQUIRED:





the contact desired to be removed
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The information about the class of the contacts in the
system will be also automatically undated.
This command will not be accented if there are no









This command is used to give a new Designation























command will check for both Designations to be
If any one of them reoresents an error - the Old
t i on does not exist or the New Designation already
a warning message will be issued,
t ion will not be accepted as New Designation
me .







Status Board, its DESIG field will be automatically
he contact being redesignated
Unit, its DESIG field wi
at the
ll not be automati
until the next time the picture is drawn,
command will not be accepted if there ar
> in the system, and a warnina messaae wi









incut command input command
NAME :














- Designation of the contact desired to be updated.





- New Tyoe value.
- New Class value.
- New Hearing value
- New Range value.
- New Course value.























ma t i c










user responds that no parameter is desired to be
the control will pass automatically to the system,
stem will orompt for only those parameters that
cated by the user.
me information needed for the contact will be
ally 'obtained by the system, and will be -the time
this command was issued.
Bearing and/or Ranae parameters are chanqed/ this
se the system to automatically uodate the position
n ship to the moment at which this command was
Check that the Designation given is




contact being updated is also displayed at the
Status Board, its new Darameters will be- displayed
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-i:er the command finishes.
The new position determined wi
^asma Unit if possible.
This command will not be acceDted if
en tacts in the system, and a warning
i sued.









This command is used to chanap the list of contacts that
are being displayed on the Surface Status Board.
INPUT REQUIRED:
- Designation of a contact desired to be out of the
display.















con t ac t
message
system will check for the following possible errors:
non-existent Designation is given.
e Designation of a contact that is not at the display
en to indicate the contact desired to be out of the
•
e Designation of a contact already in the display is
to indicate the new contact desired to be in the
ny of these cases; the system will issue a warning
and continue to Prompt.
command will not be accepted if the number of
s in the system is less than seven, and a warning
wi 1 1 be issued.
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This command is used to uDdate/chanqe all the parameters
at the system has with respect to time: Time Zone Number?
stem Clock Value and Time Between Undates.
PUT REQUIRED:
- Indication of which parameters are desireo to be
dated .
TIONAL INPUT:
- New Time Zone Number value.
- New System Clock value.




j'Dut command input command
r\ME:
CPA Safe Range Update.
iSCRIPT ION:
This command is used to update/change the value of the
PA Safe Panae parameter.
Remember that the initial default value of the CPA Safe
ange is 0050 yards.
NPIJT REQUIRED:




The new CPA Safe Range will be used in all following CPA
alculations/ and the Display will not be affected to









is used to introduce/ update information
REQUIRED:
New i^ind direction value.




lis information is used for display purposes only
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input command incut command
NAMF
Scale iJpda t e
DESCRIPTION:
This command is used to modify the value of the Scale
parameter beinq u s e ri to define the window that limits the
picture to oe representee at the Plasma Disc lay.
INPUT REQUIRED:




This command will cause the system to define a new window
to be used in forminq the picture to be represented at the
Plasma Display? a new picture will be presented reflecting
the change made* with the last position of the own ship at
the center.
Notice that the value of the Scale parameter is
permanently displayed at the Plasma Unit.
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input command input command
N A M E :
Plasma Reorient.
DESCRIPTION:
This command is used to redefine the position of the
window used to form the picture to be presented at the
Plasma Display.
INPUT REQUIRED:
- Type of reorientation desired.
OPTIONAL INPUT:
- Value of new point to be at the center of the new
w i ndo w .
- Designation of a contact whose last position is desired
to be at the center of the new window.
COMMENTS:
This command allows the user to redefine the position of
the window in three different ways:
- By selecting one of eight predefined points to be the
center of the new window.
- by making the last position of the own ship to De the
center of the new window.
- By selecting the last oosition of any contact to be the
center of the new window. This oossibility is allowed only
when there is at least one contact in the system. The system
will also check for a valid Designation/ and will issue a
warning message if necessary.
This command will cause the system to draw a new picture
at the Plasma Disolay* accordina to the picture defined by
the new position of the window.
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disolay command display c ommand
N A M E :
Oriain.
DESCRIPTION:
This command is usee fo display the values of
Coordinate Grid Oriain: Latitude and Longitude.
the
INPUT REQUIRED:
- N o n e .
INFORMATION DISPLAYED:
- Coordinate Grid Origin Latitude value.
- Coordinate Grid Origin Longitude value.
COMMENTS:
This information is displayed usinq the lower Dortion of
the sc reen .
The control will pass to the system after pressinq the
'GO' key when indicated.
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i;d 1 ay command display command
Scale.
I3CRIPTI0N:
This command is used to disolav the value of





- Scale parameter value.
MMENTS:
This information is displayed using the lower portion of
e sc reen .
The control will pass to the system after pressing the
0' key when indicated.
Notice that the value of the Scale parameter is
rmanently displayed at the Plasma Unit.
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display command display command
NAME :
Own Sh i c
.
DESCRIPTION:
This command is used to display the parameters associatea




- First oaqe: Positional data.
1) Latitude and Longitude values.
2
)
X and Y values of the last determined
pos i t i on
.
- Second page: Tactical data.
1) Time of last Course and/or Speed change.
2) Course and Speed in effect at the moment
COMMENTS:
This information is displayed using the lower portion of
the screen.
The different oaaes are obtained by pressing the 'GO' key
each time a new page is cesi red.
The control will return to the system after the last paqe
has been passed/ by pressino, the 'GO' key.
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This command is used to di sol ay information about
ntact beina maintained by the system.
any
PUT REQUIRED:

















ec i a 1 C
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- Fi ft




































ignation, T y o e , Class* and Current Number
Positions in t^e system.
Positional data,
itude and Lonqitude values of the last
ermined position.
nd Y values of the last determined
i t i on .
Tactical data.
me at which the oresent data was obtained,
arinq and Range values of last mark.
urse and Speed values if available.
CPA data,
me at which CPA will occur, if applicable.
arinq and Range defining the CPA/ if
p 1 i c ab 1 e .
te: if CPA can not be calculated a message
ed in place of this information. Also, if a
is present/ one of the following messages
- "COLLISION AT ..(time).." (Blinking).
- "MOVING ArtAY".
- "SAME COURSE AND SPEED".
Actual Estimated Position.
arinq and Ranqe defining the estimated
contact. This will only be displayed if the















s information is displayed using the lower portion of
reen .
different pages are obtained by pressing the 'GO' key
ime a new pane is aesi red.
return to the system a
cressinq toe 'GO' key.
control will
en passe d > oy
system will chec* for a valid Designation, and
a message will be issued if a mistake is detected,
s command will not be accepted if there are
ts in the system, and a warning message will









This command is used to obtain information about





- Designations of the contacts maintained hy the system.
COMMENTS:
This information is displayed by using the lower portion
of the sc reen
.
This command will not be accepted if there are no




display command display command
NAME:
Request CPA Safe Ranqe.
DESCRIPTION:
This command is used to obtain





- Actual CPA Safe Ranoe value.
COMMENTS:
This information is displayed usinq the lower portion of
the sc reen .
The control will pass to the system after pressing the
'GO' key when indicated.
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isplay command diSDlay command
AME :
!A| i n d .
ESCRIP I ION:




- N o n e •
NFORMATION DISPLAYED:
- ft i n d direction and ft i n d soeed values if a v a i 1 a c 1 e . If
here is no information about the wind? a warning messaoe
ill be issued.
OMMEMS :
This information is oisolayed usinq the lower oortion of
he screen.
The control will oass to the system after pressing the
GO' *ey when indicated.
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This command is used to obtain information about





- Actual value of the Time Between Uodates parameter
COMMENTS:
This information is displayed using the lower portion of
the sc reen .
The control will pass to the system after pressing the
'GO' key when indicated.




APPENDIX D FLOATING-POINT HARDWARE BOARD
A. GENERAL INFORMATION
The float ino-ooint oackaoe develooed for this system is
based on the SRC 310 Hich-soeed Mathematics Unit from INTEL
Corporation. As describee by the Reference No. 10, the SBC
310 unit is a member of a c o m o 1 e t e line of the INTEL SHC 8
system expansion modules. In performina high-speed
mathematic functions, the Math Unit acts as an intelligent
processor slaved to one or more SRC 80 computer masters. The
Math Unit performs its reoertoire of 1 4 arithmetic functions
an order of magnitude faster than is possible with software
routines.
B. DESCRIPTION OF THE MATH UNIT
The Math Unit is a microprogrammed processor on a single
board and is designed to be oluqaed into a standard SBC
604/614 Modular Backplane and Cardcaqe to interface directly
with an SBC 80 Single Board Computer or to be used with an
INTEL Intel lee Microcomputer Development System ( M D S )
.
Standard operations include floating-point add,
subtract, multiply, divide, square, and sauare root; fixed-
point inteoer multiply/ divide, and extended divide?
conversions between fixed and floating-point
reoresen t a t i ons ; and test, compare, and argument exchange
OPe rations.
The Math Unit implements unbiased rounding for maximum
1 34

accuracy. Unbiased roundina is the same as ordinary
roundina unless the result is exactly midway between two
floating-ooint numbers; in this case, ordinary rounding
always increases the result/ whereas unbiased rounding
rounds the result to the nearest even number. When a
calculation is performeo that results in either an exponent
underflow or overflow* the Math Unit provides exponent
wraparound to prevent loss of information.
Operation codes for invokinq the arithmetic functions
are Passed to the Math Unit via I/O Write commands* which
are also used to initialize the unit with a memory base
address. I/O Read commands are used to determine the Math
Unit Status. Arguments are oassed to the ^ a t h Unit via
Memory Write commands and the results are obtained via
Memory Read commands.
The Math Unit* which can be operated either in the
Interrupt or Polled mode* generates a Busy signal during
processing operations anc generates either a Complete signal
or an Error signal after the computation is complete. The
information to the host computer which these three signals
convey is explained in Reference No. 10.
The memory base address ana I/O base address are user
selectable. The lb-bit memory address is completely under
software control and is assianed by the host orocessor
throuqh a sequence of I/O Write commands adaressed to the
Math Unit. The 8-bit I/O base aadress is selected by a dual
inline packaoe (DIP) switch on the board.
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All Math Unit operations, including arithmetic
calculations, data flow between functional elements on the
board bus interface, and associated logical tasks, are
resident microprogram permanently stored in a set of eight
INTEL 36 4 Eraseable Procrammable Read Only Memory ( E P R M )
Chios. This memory provides 1,024 micro-instructions of 3 2
bits each
.
C. PREPARATION FOR USE
1 . Installation Considerations
The Math Unit board is designed for interface with
an INTEL SBC ft Sinai e Board Computer based system or an
INTEL Intel lee Microcomouter Development System ( M D S ) .
When installing the SBC 310 in an INTEL Intellec
MOS, the CPU board needs to be reconfigured in order to
generate a Qualified Write Signal, this reconfiguration was
obtained by overriding the advanced acknowledge (AACK)
feature, by moving a jumper labeled "advanced write" from a
D-C connection to an E-D connection and by disabling the
AACK/line (pin 25) on the CPU board as shown in the
schematic oiaoram at oaqe 3-47 of the Reference No. 6.
Other details about installation can be seen on
Chapter 2 of the Reference No. 10.
2. I/O Base Address Switches
The host processor transmits control information and
receives status information from the Math Unit by issuing
I/O Write and I/O Read commands, respectively. The I/O
adaress used for these commands is relative to an 8-bit base
136

address that must be a multiple of 8. This base address is
assigned by the user by means of an 8-oole dual inline
packaae (DIP) switch assembly. Five of the eiaht switch
poles are connected to the I/O base address detection loqic?
the other three Doles ^re unused.
The M ath Unit used had its HIP switch set to the I/O
base address of 10 hexadecimal (only switch oole no. 4 was
set on ) .
3. Programming Information
The I/O base address, which must be assigned by
switch selection before the memory base address can be
assigned/ is normally performed as part of the initial
installation procedure. This switch setting allows the user
to establish a reference or base to the ports being us -ed in
the I/O operations? Table No. IV shows the configuration of
the I/O addressing as it was set in the system.
The memory base address* which is software
controlled/ is assignee by a sequence of two I/O »\rite
commands. The first command is addressed to port P+l and
loads the low-order byte of the memory base address. The
second command is addressed to oort P+2 and loads the high-
order byte of the memory base address. The memory base
address must be a multiple of 16; i.e./ the lower byte must
be in the form XOH (X is any hexadecimal digit) to
accomodate the lb reouired memory locations used in the
arithmetic operations. In the system developed for this
thesis the memory base address was set at 0F790H. After both
137

I/O PORT ! OUTPUT INPUT
ADDRESS
P = 1 OH OP CODE R
1 1H ! MEM LOW STATUS BYTE
012H MEM HIGH R
01 3H R R
o i an P R
015H H R
16H R R
01 7H R ELAG BYTE
— — — _ — . — _ — _ — _ — ._
I
______.»..„________ • __„.»_______„___«.
P: I/O base address.
R : Reserved .
OP CODE: Mathematic function; see Table T.
MEM LOW: Memory base address (lower byte).
MEM HIGH: Memory base address (uoper byte).
TABLE IV I/O ADDRESSING
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bytes are output/ the merrory base address ( M ) is established
and need not be reloaded during any subsequent operations.
An initialization routine for establishing the memory base
address was designed and it can be seen in the "INI T 2. h D "
procedure in the float inq-ooint module (see " FLOATINGSPOINT"
module at Appendix E).
4 . Math Unit Functions
The Math Unit performs float inq-ooint arithmetic/
fixed-point integer arithmetic/ compare and test operations/
and float-to-fix and fix-to-float conversions. Operation
codes and execution times for the various functions are
listed in Table No. I. Arithmetic ana conversion formats are
shown in Table No. V.
Beyond the functions performed by the M ath .Unit/ the
Floating-point oackaoe was designed with two more procedures
which compute the cosine and sine of a given angle and the
arc tangent value of the ratio of two given arguments.
It was observed that the compare operation between
two floating-point numbers did not work properly when the
two numbers were both negative; due to this fact/ further
code was implemented in the " F C M P R " procedure as can be seen
in the ApDend i x E
.
S. Argument and Result Data Formats
Argument and result data formats and memory
locations for the various operations are presented in Table
No. VI. For each argument and result/ this table includes a





SINGLE PRECISION FLOATING POINT









• - v -
M + 2 M+ 1
where : M = merrory base address.
S = "0" = oositive; "1" = neqative.
E7-E0 = biased exponent; bias - 07FH.
F22-F0 = fraction; F is always normalized
FIXED POINT INTEGER






where: M = memory base address.
F15-F0 = 16-bit integer (unsigned)
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" " = positive;
two's comDlement integer.
TABLE V. ARITHMETIC AND CONVERSION FORMATS
lao

on in Table No. V. Table No. VI also includes the OP CODE
* each ooeration. It is important to note that the result
n operation replaces the first argument in memory? and
3 the sec one argument may be destroyed in the course of
^computation; these side effects were avoided in the
otinq-point software cesign by savinq the original values
iby allowing the user the Possibility of having one of
E operands as the result. Error conditions for each
ration are described in the next paragraph.
6. Status and Flags
The Math Unit may be operated in the interrupt mode
rolled mode.
In the interrupt mode* the Math Unit may be w i r e -
nped to initiate an interrupt request under one or both
the following conditions:
a. Operation complete without an error.
b. Operation complete with an error.
These "completion" signals may be individually
e-wrapped to separate interrupt lines or both
mpletion" signals may be wire-wrapped to the same
erruot 1 i ne [Ref . No . 101.
In the polled mace* the subroutine designed for this
oose checks both the status byte and the flag byte
bles No. VII and No. VIII). The polled mode procedure
os on testing the Dusy bit until the busy bit is clear,
then checks the error bits. If an error exists, the





ARGUTE, r j T
FORMAT*
! ARGUMENTS** °ESULT
F R M A T *
R E S U L T * * *
'UL 2 M , M + 1
M + a , M t 5
2A M,M+l,M+2,M+3
IV 1 1 M,M+1 2 w , M+ 1 ( rem .
i n M + 4 ,M + 5)
or v E 2A
2
M rM+l,M+2/M+3
M + a , M t 5
?A M,M+l,M+2,M+3

















1 M , M t 1 , M + 2 , M + 3 1 M,M+l,M+2,M+3
TDS 8 3 M , M + ] , M + 2 , M + 3 1 M , M + 1 , M + 2 , M + 3
XSD 9 1 M,M+l,M+2/M+3 3 M , M + 1 , M + 2 , M + 3
MPR A 1 M,M +
1
,M+2,M+3 - STATUS byte
'TST fi 1 M,M + ,M+2,M+3 - STATUS bvte
XCH F
!
Any i M,M + ,M+2,M+3
M +• a , M + 5 , M + 6 , M + 7
- Rotates both
a rgumen t s
.
* Refer to aoDroDriate FORMAT NO column in Table V.
** Second argument is always the operator, and may be
destroyed durina the operation.
'** Results of all operations* except FIXSD are rounded.
FIXSD truncates the result.
TABLE VI. OPERATION ARGUMENT AND RESULT DATA FORMATS
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7 6 5 4 3 2 10
B*
'_ — — '— — —'—.— ' -«.'_-_' _ i _ • •
wnerel R is reserved for future use.
B is busy.
C is ooerat ion complete without error
h is ODerat ion comolete with error.
* fthen R = 1 , the ^ a t h Unit is busy and cannot
respond to further requests exceot requests
for f 1 aas .
TABLE VII. FLAG BYTE FORMAT
7 6 5 4 3 2 10
= > ! < R R ERR
•___•___'_ _'_—_'_ _'
where: is reserved for future use.
is eaual (for FC^PR ana FZTST).
is greater than (for FCMPR and FZTST)
is less than (for FCMPR and FZTST).








Overt 1 ow .
1 00 Under f 1 cw .
101 First argument invalid.
110 Second argument invalid.
111 Reservec.
TABLE VIII. STATUS BYTE FORMAT
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is issued. The software ceveloped for control of the Math
Unit in the system employs the polled mode described.
As mentioned before, the condition of the Math Unit
is continuously uDdatec and stored. Ine flag byte shown in
Table No. VII may be obtained by Performing an I / (J Read
command to P + 7 (Table No. IV). After an operation is
completed, the status byte may be obtained by performing an
I/O Read command to P+l (Table IV).
As shown in Table No. V I T I r the status byte
indicates error conditions where applicable and the results
of Compare ("FC M PR" procedure) and Test ("FZTST" procedure)
operations. Each of the six error conditions are defined as
f o 1 lows:
a. Divide by Zero (001) - This error condition is
returned by either " D I V " , "ED IV", or " FDIv" orocedures to
indicate that an attempt was made to divide by zero.
b. Domain Error (010) - This error condition is
returned by the "FSQPT" procedure to indicate that the
argument was not in the comain of the function; i.e., an
attempt was made to take the sguare root of a negative
number.
c. Overflow (Oil) - This error condition is
returned by the "FADD", "FSUB", "FMUL", "FDIV", "FSQR", and
"FixSD" procedures. In the case of "FIxSD" procedure, this
error indicates that the floating-point number is too large
to be converted to a 32-bit two's complement signed integer.
If an overflow error occurs during. "FIXSD", the. floating-
1 44

point argument is left unchanged and may be read from the
Mat h Unit.
In all other cases* this error condition
signifies tnat the exponent of the result is too large to be
representee in eiaht bits. In this case* OB EH is subtracted
from the resultino exponent (bringing it back into ranae for
other computations and ensurinq a valid result)* and the
lower eiqht bits of the exponent are returned in the
exponent field of the result.
d. Underflow (luO) - This error conoi tion is
returned by the "FADD", "FSUB", "FMUL", "FDIV", and "FSQR"
procedures to indicate that the exponent of the result is
too small to be represented in eight bits. In this case*
OBEH is added to the resulting exponent (brinqinu it back
into range for other computations and ensuring a valid
result)* and the lower eight bits of the exponent are
returned in the exponent field of the result.
e. First Argument Invalid (101) - This error
condition is returned by the "FADD", "FSUB"* "FMUL", "FDIV",
"FSQR"* "FSQRT", "FIXSD", "FCMPR", and "FZTST" procedures to
indicate that the first (or only) argument for the specified
function is invalid. The second aroument (if applicable) is
not checked if this error is encountered. The invalid
argument is left unchanged and may be read from the Math
Uni t .
f. Second Argument Invalid (110) - This error
condition is returned by the "FADD"* "FSUB", "FMUL"* "FDIV"*
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and " F C M P R " procedures to indicate that the second argument
for the specified function is invalid. This error condition
occurs only after the first argument is checked and found
valid. The invalid argument is left unchanged and may be
read from the Math Unit.
NOTES:
(1) The floatina-ooint argument may be
expressed as:
(-1 ) x (? - bias) x ( 1 .F)
(?)
Notice that a "1" is assumed in the
hiqhest position of F.





(3) The following representations are
i oval id:
(a) assures unique representation
of zero
E7-E0 = 0, and
S £ or F22-F0 ^




7. Examples of F I oat inq-ooint Number Representation
As shown in Table No. V the representation of a
floating-point number has one particularity that needs to be
mentioned? i . e w a "1" is always assumed in the highest bit
position/ and then it yields an effective 2 4 - b i t mantissa.






M+ 1 Mf 2 Mt3
-5.0 0H OOH OAOH OCOH
-3.0 OOh OOH a oh OCOH
-2.0 OOH OOH OOH OCOH
-1.0 OOH OOH BOH OBFH
0.0 OOh OOH OOH OOH
+ 1.0 OOH OOH 80H 3FH
+ 2.0 OOH H OOH a oh
+ 3.0 OOH OOH aoH a oh
+ 5.0 H OOH OAOH '4 OH






TABLE IX. FLOATING-POINT NUMBERS
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NOT $ENOUGH$CONT ACTS 181
T OOSM AN YSCON TACTS 182
M V E $ W N SSHIP 183
EXECUTIVE (not a oroceaure) 186
2. EXECUTIVESCOMMANDS 193
DESHASH 200





















ORIGIN 2 a 5
WIND 246
SCALE 248






















DISPLAY?, SCALE 29 3
DISPLAY$OiA!N$SHIP 29a
DISPLAYSCONTACTSINFO 29b





PRINTSERRORiVSG 3 1 4
CHECKSYESSNO 3 15








GETSTIMESZONE . . . 329





























































ADJUST SOP a ?l











FLO A T I M SGSERROR

























INITIATESTIME 4 6 1
INITIATESCLOCK 464




SET$STATUS5P|_A3 W A 458
PLASMAS /.-RITE 4 69
CLEARS PLASMA 470
PLASMASWR I TES vEC FOR q 7 1
PLA5MASPRINTSSTRING 4 7 2
INITIALIZESPLASMA u 7 3
SETS VEC TOR 47a
STARTSVECTORSSOUD 475
STOPS VECTORUSOLID 4 7b
STARTSVECTORSDASH 4 77
STOPSVECTORSDASH 4 7 6
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